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1D rough surfaces: glitter function for remote sensing
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Abstract

By assumingan incoherent source with uniform intensity, inside a rectangular window, I identify a new intensity distribution
that is related to the propertiesof a ID roughreflectingsurface.This discussion takes into account the spatial coherent properties
of the source.

1. Introduction

To measure the wave motion, the use of radar im
ages and optical processing of aerial photographs has
been used. The interest in wave data is useful; one
element is the inherent interest in the directional
spectra of waves and how they influence the marine
environment and the coastline. These wave data can
be readily and accurately collected by aerial photo
graphs of the wave sun glint patterns which show re
flections of the sun and sky light from the water and
thus offer high-contrast wave images .

Recently , the problem of retri eving spatial infor
mation of sea surface heights from aerial images was
again considered [I J. At the first part of the paper,
two kind of roughness spectra were presented: two
roughness spectra which describe single-scale sur
faces, and the Pierson-Moskowitz power spectrum
[2 J, which describes multiscalc surfaces for a fully
developed sea. Surfaces that are rough in one direc
tion were considered.

The technique showed three processes: the surface,
surface slopes and the image. For understanding the
information contained in the image , the use of a

"glitter function" B(M) , which operates on the slopes
of the surfaces, was shown.

The physical meaning of "glitter function" can be
deduced by observing Fig. I. This figure shows the
geometry of the experiment when a one-dimensional
tilted flat surface is analyzed. a represents the angle
between the x axis and the surface, Od is the angle be
tween the normal (z axis) and the detector, and Os is
the angle between the normal and the source. The an
gular subtenses of the source and detector are repre
sented by pand ad, respectively. From this figure one
can determine the range of angles that reflect specu-

D

Fig. I. Geometry of the experiment.
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larly toward the detector. This is what I have called
the glitter function B(M) that operates on the local
slope. In practical situations, Jd is much smaller than
B, and, taking into account the stated nonlinearity,
the glitter function can be approximated by [I]

where M=tan(a) and Mo=tan [(8s-8d)/2].

According to the glitter function, B(M), we can see
a region selected by it in the slope data, which gener
ate the image, L(x). So, light from the source is re
flected on the surface just one time and, depending
on the slopes, the light reflected will or will not be
part of the image. In broad terms, the image L(x),
consists of bright and dark regions that I call "glitter
patterns". The glitter patterns obtained in the image
contain spatial information of the surface. Now, the
spatial position and extension of the glitter patterns
are calculated with the glitter function. In other words,
the glitter function is the transfer function between
surface slopes and glitter patterns imaged in a remote
sensor. The glitter function contains information of
the angular extent of the source, the incidence angle
of the light and the viewing direction.

My goal here is to present in a rigorous way the
derivation of the function, B(M), Eq. (I). This ob
jective is important because the knowledge of the
glitter function is an important step in the applica
tion of this technique to study unidimensional sur
faces with Gaussian statistics. I consider partial co
herent illumination because the discussion takes into
account the spatially coherent properties ofthe source.

(2)

(3a)

(3b)

Fig.2. The experimentshowing the sourceand the imageplane.

and

where I(xos) is the intensity per unit area of the source

and k is the average wavenumber. In our case,
I(xos) = rect [ (xos-xs)/P]. In the Fresnel approxi
mation, the distances Yo and Yo are given by

I (xos -XO)2
Yo ~zs + "2 .,. ,

-s

For a quasimonochromatic source, the mutual in
tensity JoCto, xo) on the plane 2=0 may be found
using the van Cittert-Zernike theorem

1( ')-jI( )exp[ik(yo-Yo)]dx
o Xo, x 0 - Xos , os ,

YOyO
a

so that, Eq. (2) can be written approximately as
+00

1 ( ') exp(i'P) j (Xos-Xs)o Xo, Xo = _2 rect --P-
"'s

-00

(I)(
M-Mo )

B(M) =rect (I +M6)(P/2) ,

(5)

(4)

2. Unidimensional glitter function

Consider the situation shown in Fig. 2. The posi
tion of the source a, which subtends an angle P, is de
termined by the angle 8., or equivalently by the co
ordinates (X., 2s ) ' The viewing direction is denoted
by the angle 8d' or equivalently by the coordinates (x;
Zd)' The surface profile is defined by the function
~(x), and Yo and Yo denote the distances from the
source to the points Xo and Xo on the plane z=O,
respectively.

x exp( -ik(xo-xo) ~:S)dxOSl

where 'P=k(X6-X02)/2zs'
For a point source at 80 ., and a viewing direction

given by 80d , the phase variations introduced by the
surface are approximately given by [3],

under the assumption that the thin-phase-screen
model provides an adequate description of the inter
action between the electromagnetic wave and the
scattering surface. A random-phase screen may be
visualized as a layer of negligible thickness that intro-
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duces, in reflectionor in transmission, a random dis
tortion to the incident wave front that can be related
to the height variations in the surface in a heuristic
manner [4] .

Then, after reflection the mutual intensity on the
plane z=O, can be written as

Jo(xo, xo) =Jo(.'(o, xo) exp{ik(cos (Jos+cos (Jod)

(II)

where

+ (cos (Jo. +COS(Jod) [¢(xo)- ¢(xo- Axo)] ,

G(xo , L\.\"o ) = Ko(xo- JL\"dKij (xo - Axo- JLXi) .
(12)

Axo= xo-x o , (10)

(
'k-( , ) X Od )x exp 1 Xo- xo 2d

(14)

(13 )

tan((Jos; eod ) ,

( 15)

which gives a contribution

From the expression for ¢'(xp ) in the condition of
the Eq. ( 15) it is found that eos= 2 tan- ' [ c; ' (xo)]
+ ed' and considering eod~ (Jd ' we can write

to the integral ( 14), and where

2rr
ao(x v ) = - (17)

k (cos80 S +coseod) I¢"(x v ) I

This integral can be evaluated like an asymptotic ex
pansion for a large k using the stationary phase
method [5], Following this method, the main contri
butions to this integralcomefrom points in the space
(xo, L\.\"o) to which the phase is stationary. There can
exist critical points x, giving for the condition

Expression ( II ) can then be written as

10(eos)=a(x v , L\.\"J J{eos - [8d+2 tan -'( ¢'(x v ) ) ]} ,

(18 )

10 V<xv ) =ao(xv)G(xv, Axv ) exp[ikcP(xv, Axv ) ]

(16)

I fd (Xo.- Xs) )t, (Xi) = z; xosrect -p- fo(xos ,

where10(x o.) is givenby

10 (xos)= ffG(xo, Axo)

X exp[ikcP(xo, Axo) I dxodAxo.

(7)x Ktx«, xd K* (x o,xi) dxodxo,

X Ko(xo- JL\"; )Kij(xo- JLXi) d \"o d \"odxos ' (9)

Introducing the changeof variable

(
'k- ( , ) X 0 5 )X exp -1 xo-xo 2

5

whereKt x.; Xi ) represents the transmission function
of the system. In our caseand assuming that the sys
tem is isoplanatic, it is given by

K(xo, Xi ) =Ko (.\"o- ,uxd exp( ikxoxod / zd ) , (8 )

whereKo(Xo-jHj) is the point spread function of the
system and J1 is the magnification involved and the
second term indicates the propagation direction.

SubstitutingEq. (4) into Eq. (6) and Eqs. (6) and
(8 ) into Eq. (7) and if we assume that the field of
view is sufficiently small for 'P to be approximately
zero, we have

J ( ' ) Iter (X0 5 - x5 )
, Xi' X i = z; JJJ rect - p-

-00

Now, let J] (Xi, x i) be the mutual intensity in the
image plane. In terms of Jo(xo, xo ), the mutual in
tensityJ, (Xi, xi) may be written as [5]

J, (x;, xi) = ffJo(xo, xo)

the image intensity can be written as

) 1 rr A r (XO ' -x.)
f j(Xj = z; JJ uXo d.1.xo J d '(o. rect -p-

where,

a(xv, Axv ) =ao(xv)G(xv, Ax,')

X exp[ ikcP(xv, Axv )] •
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So. (22) , give us the limits of the glitter function in one
dimension which is represented by Eq. ( I ) .

3. Conclusions

can be written as

I
Od+ 2 tan - I [~' (xv)]- OsI< ~

13 - 2 '

In this short communication, the unidimensional
source was described by a rect function ,
rect [ (xo.-xs ) /13]. Applying the van Cittert-Zernike
theorem, it was shown, in a rigorous way, that the
glitter function in one dimension is given by Eq. ( I ),
where the limit of the function is given by Eq, (22).
This result comes from considering the source with a
uniform intensity. The significance of this result is
that the glitter patterns obtained in the image can be
totally described by Eqs. (1) and (22) . As we can
see, Eq. (1) contains information of the angular ex
tent of the source, 13,and of the position of the source
and the detector.

(19)= 0, another case .

The constants to the left of the rect function become
one when we clipped the data .
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(20a)

(20b)(Os- Od 13) (Os- 8d 13)tan --- - < tan a < tan --+ -24- - 24 '

if we know that ~'(X,,) =tan a as defined in Alvarez
Borrego [I]. we write

_ ~+ Os-Od < a < ~+ °s-Od
4 2 - -4 2 '

IfM=tan a, Mo=tan y,

Mo- (I +M6) 1314::;M::;Mo+ (I +M6) 1314, (22)

which are the values used in the definition ofEq. (3)
in Alvarez-Borrego [I]. This last expression, Eq.

ify= «(}.-(}d)/2.

tan(y- 1314) ~ tan y- (I +tan 2y) 1314 ,

tan ( y+1314 )~ tan y+ (I + tan 2y) 1314 .

(2Ia)

(2Ib)
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